
Thumper – Édition de poche

**About Thumper: Pocket Edition**

In the fast-paced mobile game Thumper, players control a metal beetle through colorful and

graphically impressive space worlds. In this game especially speed and a good responsiveness

are needed.

Thumper: Pocket Edition is not for the faint of heart. The game is one thing above all else:

incredibly fast. You control a small, metal beetle through colorful and impressive space worlds. In

the nine different levels, which are all characterized by an extremely high level of difficulty, you

must use your beetle to jump over obstacles, do turns or defeat particularly strong bosses. Only by

reacting quickly, coping with the rising tempo and mastering all obstacles, you can make it through

the challenging levels.

**Thumper: Pocket Edition - Features:**

- Control the small space beetle: In Thumper, you control a metal and futuristic space beetle

through impressive space worlds. In these fast-paced worlds you will always find great light

effects, explosions or color games that pass you by. The game is divided into nine levels. The aim

of the game is to control your beetle through the appealing and impressive levels and avoid any

obstacles that might arise.

- Easy control: Thumper: Pocket Edition has a very simple control that can be learned within

seconds. You control your beetle by tapping the screen at the right moment. For example, if you

swipe across the screen, your beetle goes through curves. As the game progresses, it is also

necessary for your beetle to change lanes at regular intervals. For a lane change, you only have to

tilt your smartphone or tablet in the respective direction. With simple screen touches, you can also

jump over obstacles or attack bosses.

- High difficulty: Thumper is characterized by its high speed and its high level of difficulty. The nine

levels often require numerous attempts until they are mastered. So you do not give up too quickly

and do not be discouraged by the high difficulty of the game, each level consists of 20 to 30

different segments.

Conclusion: Thumper is a fast-paced mobile game that requires a lot of practice and

perseverance.


